3. Nature

The installations in this chapter focus on the representation of nature in architecture,
and in so doing, they remind us that architecture can help shape a more responsible
attitude toward nature. In different ways, all these installations argue for an ecology
that recasts the relationship between the built and natural worlds as one of symbiosis and interdependency, rather than mastery and exploitation.
Nature has been a constant source of inspiration to architects from crystalline
geometries in the Renaissance to the curved forms of Art Nouveau in the fin de
siècle. One can still trace the search for form into the organic world. But today, there
is a strong awareness and a desire to show the beauty of interdependency between
artifice and nature.
The projects in the first section, “Marking the Land,” were all indebted to the
directness of land art; this section includes works by Pierre Thibault, Marianne Lund,
and Philip Beesley. The second section, “Viewing the Landscape,” illustrates the
role of perspective in framing the landscape and contains works by Mark Robbins,
Anderson Anderson, and Ronit Eisenbach. The final two projects in the chapter
rework the archetype of the primitive hut: Tanja Jordan Architects and TK Architecure
collapsible dwelling is made for living in total wilderness, and Allan Wexler’s
seasonal pavilion evokes festivities and simple gardening.

3.1

Marking the Land

——

In the well-known installation Cadillac
Ranch (1974), a group of architects, who
called themselves Ant Farm, buried ten
Cadillac cars tailfin-up in front of a wheat
field in Texas. This strange and provocative
installation became a full-blown roadside
attraction and was celebrated by art critics
who said that “by using the Cadillacs as mere
component parts of their art work, Ant Farm
subverted their symbolic function. The piece
functions as a kind of cemetery, a comment
on social values as well as their deathly polluting effect on the environment.”1
Like other land-art works of the 1970s—
artists also included Robert Smithson,
Nancy Holt, and Christo—Cadillac Ranch
explored the relationship between nature
and artifice. Rather than restricting art to
canvases and museums, land artists made
their marks directly on the land through giant
earthworks—often geometrical patterns created by repeated elements. Even years later
the issues raised by land artists continue to
influence contemporary installations about
nature. For architects, the excitement is not
about working outdoors (which they are used
to doing) but in exploring their relationship
to the natural environment.
Pierre Thibault Architecte, Winter Gardens,
Québec, Canada, 2004 ( see pp. 86–87 )
——

In 2004, Le Parc National des Grands-Jardins
commissioned Pierre Thibault to design six
winter installations for a nature reserve in
the mountainous regions of northern Québec.
Wishing to create a collective experience,
Thibault invited dozens of people to participate in creating the work. He always went
into the park with an open mind and with few
preconceptions about what the installations
would look like, because the weather conditions greatly affected the technical aspects of
the piece.
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In Caravan, the first installation, a series
of dome tents extended from the edge of a
lake up a hill, creating a line of light in the
desolate landscape. The fifty participants each
carried a tent and a flashlight and spent the
night in the park, becoming “very close as
[they shared] this extreme experience for two
days.”2 To Thibault the project revealed the
idea that “nomadism is constantly with us,
and that everything is in motion all the time.”3
Each night about fifty participants went
to a frozen lake to create Constellations, the
second installation. Over ten consecutive
nights they lit two thousand candles placed
onto an orthogonal grid atop the ice of the
lake. A small well dug into the snow protected each flame from the night breeze.
“We always had to adapt to the weather conditions. Sometimes it was too cold and we
could not light the candles because the fuel
was frozen. Other times it was too windy so
we made little wells in the snow to protect
the candles.”4 The stronger the wind, the
deeper they made the wells. Each day after
the candles were lit, the group remained to
watch the light transform. The process was a
very important part of this installation. To
Thibault, “it is like a large choreography. It
can transform our perception of a sunset.
At the beginning the lights of the candle are
nothing and then it becomes like stars in
the landscape.”5
This installation interrupted the sweeping panorama of the Québec winter landscape by structuring it. It harnessed natural
elements like the frozen ripples of the lake
and also drew from land art projects that
contrasted sublime nature with imported
industrial materials.6 The introduction of
a foreign element into a pristine landscape
raised the question of what is natural. An
unsuspecting viewer might have found the
exquisite stillness and perfection of a frozen
lake enhanced by the thousands of candles
reflecting off the ice and snow. From a distance, visitors could see lines of small lights
glowing, and only as they approached did

they realize that fire was the source of the
light. The juxtaposition of fire and ice created
a surreal image. The burning candles melted
the snow and left imprints on the icy surface
of the lake, marks that might have left future
hikers pondering over who might have placed
them there.

her voice to “investigate the inaccessible.”9
The performance brought contemporary
text, in this case the news of the day, into an
ancient material—it brought culture into
nature. In so doing, Lund referred to another
aspect of land art: the ritual involvement of
the body with its environment. According to
art historian Lucy Lippard:

Marianne Lund, Speaking to a Stone,

Of those who have tried to replace soci-

West-Agder, Norway, 1997 ( see pp.88–89)

ety’s passive expectations of art with a

——

The location of architect Marianne Lund’s
Speaking to a Stone was the southernmost
tip of Norway in West-Agder, adjacent to the
Nordberg Fort, in a relatively remote coastal
community, which has recently become a
vacation destination.7 The project exposed
the way nature is always lodged in a complex
web of cultural practices. Traditionally, in
this region of glacial moraine, shelters, bunkers, and fences were built with local stones.
But one giant rock outcropping next to the
fort, explains Lund, “was never used for war,
because it was too big. It was a silent witness for all ages.”8 Her desire was to make it
speak. She covered this boulder with sheets
of lead in order “to stop time” by protecting
it from erosion and to give it what she calls
“concentration.” Every weekend over the
summer-long duration of the installation,
she stood at the top of a wooden staircase
placed next to the boulder to read aloud from
the Farsund, the local paper. Speaking into a
cone she inserted into the boulder, the artist
allowed new information to enter the stone
through a hole drilled 1.5 meters (5 feet) into
its core. There, a microphone picked up the
sound of her voice and transmitted it through
speakers in the adjacent building.
Lund used the boulder as a way to displace the act of reading the paper, an act that
normally takes place at home, into the land
itself. Drawing on performing strategies
developed by conceptual artists, she placed
a microphone inside the boulder as a way to
transform the bodily experience of speaking.
She activated the inside of the stone with

more active model, many have chosen to
call their activities “rituals.” The word is
used very broadly, but its use indicates
a concern with that balance between
individual and collective, theory and
practice, object and action that is the core
of any belief system. . . . Images and activities borrowed from ancient or foreign
cultures are useful as talismans for selfdevelopment.10

Although Lund had not considered the spiritual aspect of the stone but viewed it simply
as a metaphor for the human mind, the installation called on animistic and shamanistic
practices of the Sámi, a people indigenous
to the area from Norway to Karelia. Lund’s
speaking stone deserves comparison to the
sieidi, rock formations used as places of worship by the Sámi. Drumming and throat
chanting (yoik) held a central role in Sámi
ritual, and the shaman used the sounds produced by the drum to travel between the
ancestral and present-day worlds to bring
advice from ancestors.11
The transformation of Lund’s voice as
it made its way through the cone, the boulder, and the amplifier was mysteriously and
strangely compelling for the visitors, who
also climbed the stairs to speak to the stone.
Lund recalls with delight that people were
fascinated: “They ran back and forth from
the barrack to the stone to experience the
sound.”12 In Sámi culture the shaman saw
into the future by putting an ear to the drum
and listening to its “speech.” In Speaking to a
Stone, the tympanum of the speaker transmitted the reading of the newspaper from deep
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within the boulder not to foresee the future
but to tell about events that had past.
Philip Beesley, Geotextiles, 1998–2007
( see pp. 90–93 )
——

Alongside Thibault’s formal explorations
and Lund’s performance art, another strain
of work inspired by land art looks at the environment as an ecosystem. Artists such as
Hans Haacke, Alan Sonfist, and Joseph Beuys
take on environmental issues by contesting
the idea that artists can only depict nature.
In the same vein, the work of Philip Beesley
uses a redemptive strategy to demonstrate
how humans’ relationship to nature is based
not only on perception but also on empathy.
Since the late 1990s, Beesley has created
a series of installations he calls Geotextiles.
These are assemblies of aggregated individual
elements that form an addition to ground
surfaces and cloudlike forms. While his earliest installations, such as Erratics Net (1998),
were set in natural landscapes and his more
recent ones, such as Implant Matrix (2006)
and Hylozoic Soil (2007), were placed in gallery settings, all of these installations pursue
the same desire to create an expanded layer
of earth that people can experience and even
inhabit.
Erratics Net was a sprawling net lightly
hovering over a glacial moraine of live
rock and moss in the coastal landscape of
Nova Scotia:

Erratics Net pushed the viewer to look
beyond the extremes of seeing the land as
either pure wilderness or exploitable resource
(like a cultivated landscape). Beesley explored
nature as a dynamic and interactive system
that includes humans within its purview. By
constructing an artificial layer just above the
earth’s natural surface, Beesley suggested that
nature and artifice were intertwined—that
artifice may even provide valuable help where
the ground surface has a tenuous hold on
survival. Yet Erratics Net is more than an engineering proposal. By offsetting the net several
centimeters from its supporting ground,
Beesley introduced a discourse about the relationship between the natural ground surface
and the artificial textile hovering above it.
In this installation human relationships
with the natural environment were based
on empathy as much as utility, with exploitation, production, and waste—all linked into
a sequence of nourishing transformations.
The complex geometries of artificial
landscapes found in Beesley’s most recent
installations, Implant Matrix and Hylozoic
Soil—which he describes as “hungry,” even
“carnivorous”—unsettled viewers. For
Beesley, the “life force” of the earth and its
constant need for nourishment are at the very
root of geometry because the etymology of
the word geometry is the measurement of
earth or land. So, he argues, it relates directly
to Gaia, meaning earth, matter, mother—
the underlying fertile whole.

The net is made with wire joints clamped

I loved the idea of geometry having at

by sliding flexible tubes that lock each

the root a life force, rather than a dry, cut-

link to its neighbor, making a tough,

ting quality that I associate with Platonic

resilient structure. This artificial reef

absolutes. That gave me a certain attitude

encourages turf growth by means of a

toward engineering Geotextiles—using

myriad of hooked clips catching wind-

a generative approach rather than a con-

blown plant matter, holding and amassing
a matted matrix serving as synthetic soil.
These anchors hold the net just above
the bare rock, making a shallow film
of still, sheltered air allowing delicate
13

growth to emerge.
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trolling one.

Seen through the lens of biomimicry,
these later installations take on their full
meaning. Biomimicry is a design process that
imitates the way nature works, rather than the
way it looks, in order to create new technologies—for example, a solar cell imitates the

way a leaf photosynthesizes solar energy. “It
is innovation inspired by nature,” says Janine
Benyus, a prominent theorist on the subject.

Matrix, on the other hand, was a lab
in a gallery setting. Work in the gallery
is like a fetus—it is germinal. In that

In a biomimetic world, we would manu-

sense they are complementary. Gravity

facture the way animals and plants

works at a small scale, but it is free from

do, using simple compounds to produce

light and wind. Implant Matrix is the

totally biodegradable fibers, ceram-

inner landscape of the psyche. The ground

ics, plastics, and chemicals. In each case

became the underground like the uncon-

nature would provide the models: solar

scious. It was clinching and grasping; it

cells copied from leaves, steel fibers

made for a very curious experience.18

woven spider-style, shatterproof ceramics
drawn from mother-of-pearl, perennial
grains inspired by tall grass, computers that signal like cells, and closed-loop
economy that takes its lessons from coral
reefs and oak-hickory forests.15

Biomimicry is the design principle behind
the mobile, sensible, and reactive elements of
Beesley’s Geotextiles. In Implant Matrix, for
example, “the basic unit is an individual pore
that is designed to have a breathing motion
and a whisker that reacts to touch. These two
units are connected to a light mesh, so the
whole membrane functions like a lung.”16 The
whisker, like a Venus flytrap, has a valve that
is drawn shut by Nitinol wire, with its surface
deeply scored like a feather, which enhances
the lifelike effect. When a visitor brushes
against one of the whiskers, there is a chain
reaction with a slow rippling effect throughout the matrix. Each element communicates
with the next, and the resulting network
enhances its animate quality.17
Unlike the sublime Canadian coastline
setting of Beesley’s early installation, the later
ones were gradually brought indoors and into
the subliminal inner landscapes of the mind.
The later installations have grown in size,
becoming large enough for the viewer to be
absorbed into the matrix, entering into these
animate landscapes.

The experience of interacting with one
of these installations was overwhelming.
The Geotextiles are all encompassing, and yet
the gaze is never enclosed. On the contrary,
one can see through a maze of organic geometries that are constantly reacting to the
movements of the visitors. In the nineteenth
century, philosopher Robert Vischer coined
the term empathy (with regard to art) to
describe a viewer’s active engagement with a
painting or a sculpture. When I look at a work
of art, Vischer says, “I seem to adapt and
attach myself to it as one hand clasps another,
and yet I am mysteriously transplanted and
magically transformed into the other.”19 The
sense of immersion, or empathy, experienced
upon entering into Beesley’s completely
synthetic Geotextiles brings one into an emotional as much as rational understanding of
the inner landscape. The subtle, slow movements of the matrix, animated by sensors,
heighten one’s sense of empathy—an emotional place where the viewer can listen and
simply be. A beautiful text by Honoré de
Balzac points the way to this new form of
empathy:
I speak for those who are in the habit of
finding wisdom in a falling leaf, enormous
problems in smoke that rises, theories in
the vibrations of light, thoughts in the
trees, and the most horrific movement in

Erratics Net worked with the body of the

stillness. I place myself at the point where

earth directly. The depth of the earth seen

science touches madness, and I cannot put

in the foamlike earth was literal. It had a

guardrails.20

prosthetic relation to the earth. Implant
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Marianne Lund
——

Speaking to a Stone
The boulder was covered with

top left

top right

bottom

Marianne Lund read from a local

General view with the barracks

Visitors standing inside the former

newspaper, the cone carrying the

in the background

barracks could listen to what

sound of her voice into the center of

the stone “heard” through speakers

the boulder.

transmitting the sound from the
boulder’s core.

lead and had a microphone inserted
into its core.

“The stone was a silent witness
for all ages.”
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